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Dobie Tails
An Interview with Jacob
   

  What are your favorite things to do?
Sit on my foster dad and cuddle with him 
after breakfast and go for walks, nibble his 
ear…I guess I just like my foster dad.

What do you like best about yourself?
 I have nice natural ears and I am proud of 
my stance.  I am very affectionate.

What would you improve about yourself?
 I wish I could stop chewing my tail.  I am 
getting better and the hair is starting to 
grow back.  I also need to learn how to stop 
chasing bicycles.  I get a little overly excited 
at the window and front door and back fence.  
I wish that I didn’t get anxious about these 
things.

What best describes your personality?  
(Out going, wall flower, etc)

I am a loving boy but like to be in control.  
I am uncertain in new situations, but 
confident once I am comfortable.

What is your activity requirement (lots 
of exercise, moderate) and 
what toys do you like?
Going for a walk is my favorite thing.  
Toys are ok but I like to walk and often.

What commands do you know?
Sit, down, shake, crate and I am 
learning “wait” while I wait for dad to 
serve my dinner and I am doing very well.  
I am a smart boy and could learn many 
more things if someone will take the time 
to train me.

When seeking out a canine companion 
who suits you best?
I do better with a dog my own size, and 
no cats.  A canine companion should be 
more submissive as I am more dominant 
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and should not mind that when I play I 
like to play ruff!  I mean, rough!  I would 
be totally happy as an only dog too

If you could pick your forever home 
what would you want from it?
I would like a safe quiet place to lay my 
head instead of someone yelling at me all 
of the time.  I would also like to be 
properly trained with someone that I can 
look to for guidance instead of making it 
up along the way.  I need a good patient 
but firm alpha leader.  I’ve never had 
that before.  I am a good boy and I want 
to learn but I need someone who will go 
the distance.   I want someone who won’t 
give up on me but will work with me.    I 
would also like a home where I am loved 
and get plenty of affection.  A privacy 
fence would be best.

Do you have any health or training 
considerations?
I need a strong alpha leader with 
Doberman or like-breed experience and 
someone who won’t quit on me- who will 
believe in me.  I need confidence from my 
alpha leader to become the best boy I 
can be.  I am really healthy but I do suck 
on my flank as a calming device.

If you are interested in Jacob please 
apply for him at www.doberescue-ne.org

   The vision had been dancing in our heads for quite some time and about a year ago we formed a team 
of volunteers who took a lot of time looking and deciding what we wanted to see on our website.  They 
had a definite idea in mind of what was wanted and needed.  We also had some generous donors who 
were willing to give to see the dream become a reality.

We teamed up  with Ebbeka Design Inc. in Lincoln and the dream became a reality  on 9/11/15.  We are 
very excited about the new website and the new look and we hope it helps us to better serve the dogs!

Our special thanks to:  Bob and Amy Ebbeka and their team, the DRON dream team:  Steve Melichar, 
Mike Caniglia, Kevin Frahm, Amanda Wright, Mike Allen, Lisa Taylor and Holli Sampson, our 
anonymous donors who supported the dream so eagerly, all of the DRON volunteers who give of their 
time and hearts so selflessly and all of those who provide support and encouragement to the rescue and 
to our dogs!

The new website can be enjoyed at the same address we have always had:  www.doberescue-ne.org.

A Dream Realized - Announcing Our New Web Site!

http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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A Brief 
Heartworm 
Overview

  We find that the more we talk to people the 
more we find out just how little people really know 
about heartworm disease.  The following is meant 
to be a reference guide to help understand what it  is 
and some basics about it.

What exactly is heartworm disease?

It is a very serious disease and can be fatal if left 
untreated.  Worms that are one foot long live in the 
heart, lungs and vessels surrounding them.  Mature 
adult worms can live 5-7 years in a dog.

How is it transmitted?

It is transmitted by mosquitoes that bite the dog.  It 
only takes one mosquito bite from an infected 
mosquito.  ONE  bite.  Mosquitoes live in every 
state!

YOU CANNOT GET HEARTWORM  FROM A 
DOG AND DOGS CANNOT PASS IT TO EACH 
OTHER!

What if you live in a state where mosquitoes 
aren’t as numerous?  Is there still a risk?

Yes.  Remember, it only takes ONE bite of an 
infected mosquito.  Cases have been reported in 

every  state although the more mosquitoes in the 
state the higher the case numbers reported.

What are signs or symptoms of heartworm?    

You won’t notice anything in the beginning.   As 
the disease advances they may develop  a cough 
and then it eventually  goes into heart failure and 
many other very serious things.

A heartworm blood test can detect the disease and 
the earlier it is detected the better chance for a full 
recovery.  Even when a dog is on monthly 
preventative it should be tested every year although 
some vets will go every 2 years.  It is done by 
taking a small blood sample with quick results.

by Dr. Azelea Hercules
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How is it treated?

The American Heartworm Association has very 
specific protocols in place for treatment to 
completely alleviate all adult and immature worms 
and eggs.  It is a long process and not without 
risks.

What can you do to prevent your dog becoming 
infected?

The best and only way to lower the dogs risk is to 
put them on monthly heartworm preventative 
medicine and keep them on it all year, every 
month.  Yes, it  costs money to do that but consider 
that the treatment for heartworm costs much more 
not to mention how hard it is on the dog!  Monthly 

preventative care is around $15-20 but the 
treatment for actual heartworm disease can run as 
high as $1700.  The drug used to treat is has gone 
on back order from time to time in the past 
number of years and the treatment can be very 
hard on the dog. 

In rescue we see dogs that are heartworm positive 
often and pay  to treat them.  It is very costly.  This 
is why we require  monthly heartworm 
preventative for life as a condition of adoption.  It 
is so very important!

For more information please go to 

https://heartwormsociety.org

  Their arrival was met with many  tears and a lot 
of worry.  Foster care, which is precious and hard 
to come by, did not have room for both together. 
For the first time they had to be separated, but that 
prayer too was answered as they got to see each 
other often.  

Both dogs were quite 
depressed upon arrival 
and at first they didn’t 
want to eat but with 
lots of prayers and 
encouragement life 
began to pour back 
into them!  They grew 
hair again and their 
personalities 

blossomed.  Their hope grew as they faced 
heartworm treatment and all of the changes. But 
they knew that they were loved, and that their 
story was not yet done!

Charlie’s smile arrived probably about the second 
week he was here.  His foster mom had been 
telling him that no matter what happened he 
needed to hold his head up and soldier on.  
Charlie latched onto that hope with what energy 
he had left and the smile really has not left his 
face since that day, not even when Conchetta was 
adopted to her forever home.

Charlie came from a place of barely  hanging on to 
being vibrant and full of life and hope and 
happiness.  Nothing seems to get him down!  He 

MEET CHARLIE THE SUNSHINE BOY!

https://heartwormsociety.org
https://heartwormsociety.org
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doesn’t worry about life; he just  rolls with whatever 
happens.  He has faced the worst and found hope – 
what is there to worry about?  In many ways he is 
the perfect dog, yet he remains in foster, unadopted.  
Charlie is not worried about that either because he 
knows that his forever family will have to be very 
special to have him.  It will be a family  that he 
chooses, that will feel the call on their heart to adopt 
him, not  out of pity  because he doesn’t need that, 
but out of a love so deep that it seeks out his 
contagious joy.

You see, to be around Charlie is to smile, even if 
you feel like you’ve had the worst day one look at 
this face and thinking about his story will lighten the 
load somehow.  He has been there and he knows.  
He knows what a bad day feels like.  He knows 
what it is like to face abandonment and starvation 
and even to be near death.  He knows what it feels 
like to be without hope.  He has seen it all and has 
chosen to live in hope of a better life and not dwell 
on the past.  He has chosen to trust again, to open 
his heart and to grow.  He has all of this to share 
with the right family.

Charlie doesn’t get down because he has arthritis in 
his hips.  He simply  knows his limitations.  He 
doesn’t want to run marathons.  His role is the short 
walk and while other younger dogs will run all over 
and nag at  their owners to play, Charlie is content to 
chew on a bone and just pay attention to YOU.  He 
truly  does feel his job is to give hope to others and 
that isn’t  done by running all over.  It is done by 
doting on his people.

Are you that person?  If so please go to 
www.doberescue-ne.org and apply for him.

All great stories end with “and they lived happily 
ever after”.  Charlie’s story is a great story but the 
ending has yet to be told.  It will only be written 
when that right person discovers the priceless 
treasure that is Charlie the Sunshine Boy.

Savor every moment and drink it in!

“Don’t worry, Conchetta, we’re safe now!”

http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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Awaiting Adoption 
 

Christmas Messages from our Dobies In Need -      
will one find a home with you?

CHARLIE:
I have a big long article earlier in the 
newsletter - cool!  

The life I have lived has taught me to be 
grateful for so many things.  Conchetta 
and I could have died earlier this year but 
caring people worked hard to save us and 
get us into rescue.  I am so grateful for 
each person who helped along the way.  I 
am thankful for a good veterinarian who 
has worked to get me healthy again and 
for my foster mom, brothers and sisters 
who are so accepting of me.  May I say 
that I know what it is like to go hungry 
so I am grateful for regular meals, a soft 
place to sleep  and just getting loved 

every  day.  Life is a gift and I don’t 
intend to waste one second of it.

It is hard for me to say that I want 
anything for Christmas – what else could 
I ask for?  I would love to belong to 
someone forever and never have to want 
for a home ever again but  I know that I 
am also safe with my  foster mom.  I need 
a one level home and most importantly I 
need a family that will commit to 
keeping me on my thyroid meds and my 
supplements no matter what.  I will wait 
patiently until they come along.
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CHASE:  
I am so thankful to be in rescue!  It 
wasn’t long ago I was just taken and 
dumped to fend for myself on the streets 
by people I trusted.  I am thankful that 
there are people I CAN trust and the 
volunteers like to play  ball with me too.  
I am thankful that I don’t have to live in 
fear any more.

My dearest Christmas wish is a forever 
home, isn’t  that what all of us want?  A 
place to call our own and those we love 
to call our own.  I will need an active 
family and one that will commit to taking 
me to training.  A canine sibling who 
likes to play would be a dream as well.  
That is my dearest wish.

Awaiting Adoption ...
 

JACOB:   

Did you like my interview?  I am also 
grateful for so many things.  I am so 
grateful to be in a foster home where my 
foster family works with me on training 
instead of yelling at me all of the time.  
They  are so patient and I am learning!  I 
am grateful that I have 2 soft beds to 
sleep  on and a quiet safe place to call my 
own when I am anxious.  I love long 
walks with my foster dad, face snuggles 
with my foster mom.  I am thankful for 
the puzzle toys they  give me that keep 
my mind working to figure them out.  I 
am thankful for my foster canine sisters 
even if one is bossy and sometimes gets 
on my nerves – big sisters can be that 
way!

What do I want for Christmas?  I want a 
forever family who will have strong 
alpha presence but plenty  of love and 
patience who will continue my training 
and not give up  on me!  I need someone I 
can count on!   I want to wake up and 
never feel anxious about anything but to 
know that I am loved and accepted and 
that my humans are taking care of my 
needs, physical and emotional.  I would 
love a big yard to play in as well.
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Awaiting Adoption ...
 

ROSCOE:

I am thankful for the rescue volunteers 
who never give up on me.  They walk me 
and train me and work me on my  prey 
drive.  I am thankful for good food and 
lots of love and long walks.

What I want most for Christmas?  I want 
a forever family who will go the distance 
with a strong alpha leader who will be 
patient and consistent on training me.  I 
am a good boy but I do have a prey drive 
that gets me going when I am being 
walked.  The volunteers are able to walk 
me and train me without any problem so 
I need a family who sees me as worth the 
time to work with me.  No dog comes 
into a home perfect, we all take work.  
Can I please have someone who won’t 
give up?  That is my biggest wish.
 

ROT:  

I am thankful for the rescue volunteers 
who welcomed me back after I lost my 
home.  I am thankful for people who 
understand me and work with me, for 
good food, toys and walks.

What I want most for Christmas?  I kind 
of agree with Roscoe.  I need a strong 
leader who will work with me and not 
just give up.  All I have ever known are 
people that give up if something isn’t 
immediately easy.  I am completely 
trainable if people will value the 
investment of t ime, consistency, 
patience, love and leadership.  I don’t 
want to be a leader, I want to be lead.  I 
want a forever family who truly 
understands that – that would be great.
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   Once again, I'm very  honored to be 
writing another article for DRON.   In this 
article, I thought I would discuss  how certain 
people allow their dogs to bully other dogs 
and not bother trying to correct the problem 
or get help, while other much more 
responsible dog owners seek out help  to try 
and correct their dog's bad behaviors, even if 
they had to go to several trainers!

        I recently heard a rather terrible story 
about a couple who had adopted dogs, then 
got married and blended their dogs. The 
male dog wasn't socialized properly and 
started bullying the female. The part of the 
story  that sickened me was that they 
ALLOWED this to continue either because 
they didn't know how to correct it, or they 
they just didn't care enough to get help. 

Months went by before they returned the dog 
full of physical and emotional scars. The 
females spirit was all but broken and she 
was only a shell of the dog that was 
originally adopted out. It took a year to 
rehabilitate her! The good part of the story is 
she eventually found a good and loving 
home. 
     Contrast that to our story that I told in my 
last article about our Doberman Gracie. She 
was a girl that lived 5 1/2 years in her home, 
and in spite of the fact that she gotten along 
fine with the other 4 dogs she lived with, she 
was given up because apparently  she wasn't 
getting along with another female Doberman 
that her previous owners recently brought 
home. Fast forward one year since we 
adopted her, and I'm so happy and proud to 
report that not only has she excelled in her 
training, but she actually HELPS me train 
other dogs and their owners! Initially she 
showed aggression towards our cat, but now 
they get along just fine and hang out 
together often side by side! In the photo 
provided, you can see me working with 
Gracie and our cat. I prefer to feed her while 
I hold her bowl. This way I'm claiming her 
bowl and this also helps slow her down as 
she tends to inhale her food. Having Josie 
lay right next to Gracie during feeding helps 
build a positive association with her  and 
helps include Josie in the pack. She has 
become a model and an example for dog 
owners to see the true potential of a dog that 
was given up on by her previous owners!
     One of my clients that I met this summer 
adopted an 8 year old puggle and was 
having problems with her. The woman 
contacted me and explained that she had 
been to several trainers but wasn't getting 
help in resolving her dog's sometimes 

Bad Dog..Good Dog..Who's Really Responsible?
by Erik Davis
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unpredictable and  aggressive behavior 
towards other dogs she encountered when 
on walks. I agreed to meet with her to see 
how I could help her. 
     I brought Gracie on our first meeting at a 
local park to see how her dog would react to 
Gracie. Her dog exploded into a fit of 
barking, high pitched whining, pulling and 
basically just made a big scene once she 
saw Gracie and I coming. The woman was, 
to the best of her abilities, trying to distract 
her dog by using a technique where you 
hold a treat close to your face in an effort to 
get your dog to focus on the treat and 
ultimately  you. She apparently had learned 
this technique from another trainer and was 
trying to get her dog's attention away from 
us. She wasn't having much success and 
the dog would sit briefly but continued to 
make a scene. Clearly this dog wasn't treat 
motivated in the presence of another dog! I 
noticed her giving the dog a treat if she 
looked in her direction briefly even though 
the dog was still in an excited dominant 
state, which was actually  reinforcing this 
unwanted behavior.                       
       Using some of the training I do with 
Gracie, I pointed to the ground, Gracie laid 
down, and I told her to stay. I walked over to 
them and helped the women put on the 
training collar correctly  and took control of 
the leash. She stopped her high pitch 
whining almost immediately and went into a 
fit that I can best describe as what a wild 
horse would do the first time it was 
m o u n t e d , b u c k i n g a n d s h a k i n g 
violently trying to get away. I didn't react and 
just allowed the dog to go through this 
process which took only a few seconds. 
Once that was over, I started walking at a 
very  fast pace and the dog had no choice 
but to follow me. I began doing what I like to 
call "back and forths", where I walk briskly 

and change direction frequently. This forces 
the dog to pay  attention to me and 
challenges her to keep up. 
    She had long since forgotten Gracie was 
even there even though it had only been a 
couple of minutes since I took control of her. 
Once she was calm and paying attention to 
me, I walked back over to Gracie and 
brought the dog slowly closer and closer 
until eventually they were side by side 
laying down. I introduced the two dogs, they 
sniffed each other and that was that! The 
whole process only took maybe 5 minutes. 
Needless to say, the woman was blown 
away. She couldn't believe it! She never 
thought her dog would be able to do this! I 
pointed out her mistake in giving her dog a 
treat while she was still in that excited 
dominant state, explaining that she was 
actually  reinforcing that behavior. Next I 
taught her how to walk her dog without 
pulling and how to give a properly timed 
correction at the moment her dog starts to 
go into that state.  
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       She explained that she was told by the 
other trainers that maybe this dog didn't need 
dog friends! From my observation, that's 
exactly what this dog needed! My opinion is 
that socializing dogs is key in having a more 
balanced dog. 
         Before she met me, she would turn 
around and go the opposite direction if she 
saw other dogs on her walks. Now, if she 
doesn't find any dogs on one street, she will 
try another until she finds a dog so she can 
practice what I taught her! I showed her 
another side of her dog. Her puggle has the 
potential to be much more than what she 
thought and believed.
       When I last heard from her, she admitted 
that it's still a work in progress. She hasn't 
quite gotten her dog to calm down to the 
level that she witnessed when I took control, 
but instead of being at a level "10" when she 
encounters another dog, she is able to get 
her down to between a "3" and "7".  That's 
pretty good progress for two months of 
practice and very little prior training 
experience!  I admire this woman for not 
giving up on her dog like so many other 
people do! Sadly, there are people out there 
that give up their dogs for far less than what 
this woman had been dealing with!
     Another couple I worked with this summer 
h a v e a p a i r o f A u s t r a l i a n 
Shepherds.  According to the owners, the 
larger female had some aggressive 
tendencies and was very protective of the 
house and family.   The smaller male was 
much more timid and would pee in the house 
when it was approached from time to time. 
         When I first met them, I again brought 
Gracie along to see how they react to other 
dogs. Much like the puggle, they both were 
barking out of control and pulling on their 
leashes in front of their owners. I again put 
Gracie in a down command and walked over 
to the dogs. I decided the first dog I needed 
to get control of was the female.  I never 

acknowledge a dog that I meet unless it's 
calm.  Taking the leash, I gave her a 
correction and had her sit which broke her 
attention away from Gracie. I noticed 
immediately by her reaction that she had 
never really received a properly  timed 
correction before. She responded very well 
and quickly. I then began walking with her 
and she soon got the idea that she was no 
longer in charge. Meanwhile the male had 
stopped barking which told me that he was 
reacting more to the female. Clearly, these 
dogs did not have a human as the alpha! 
Once again in just a few minutes I had both 
dogs under control and submitting to my 
alpha position. I began walking both dogs 
together with the female behind the insecure 
male. At first she challenged for the front, but 
I didn't allow her to take that position. Next, I 
took them over to Gracie who was still lying 
in the spot I left her. I had them both lie down 
next to her and when they were calm, let 
them smell her. Next, I attempted to walk all 
three dogs together. This didn't go so well 
with the female jumping on Gracie's back 
side in attack mode! I could tell this was an 
aggressive, dominant behavior and not her 
herding instinct coming to play. After getting 
an immediate correction from me, I brought 
her around to my opposite side. Not two 
seconds went by before the male tried to do 
the exact same thing his big sister just did! 
Not quite as timid as I had been led to 
believe! Thankfully, Gracie didn't react much 
to either outburst which is why she's so 
helpful when I'm training unbalanced dogs. 
Keeping Gracie on my left side and bringing 
the male over on my right side in front of his 
sister, we began our pack walk. After a 
couple back and forths, the Aussies were 
getting the idea and finally  submitted. I was 
walking all three dogs under control with no 
more attempts to attack Gracie! Eventually I 
was able to walk all three dogs together on 
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my left side with Gracie in front, the male in 
the middle, and the "bully" in back!
       After spending some time teaching the 
couple how to walk their dogs correctly, I 
began giving them instructions on how to be 
pack alphas. The couple had taken the two 
Aussies to a couple of obedience classes 
but had never really been trained how to be 
pack alphas. Daily  walks with the dogs along 
side, not pulling in front, and establishing 
rules and boundaries in the house are keys 
to establishing alpha position and having a 
balanced dog/pack.    

             
       When I last heard from them, they have 
been making a lot of progress.  Building 
confidence in the male by having him in front 
o f t h e f e m a l e o n w a l k s , a n d n o t 
acknowledging or nurturing insecure 
behavior with affection is helping to reduce 
his peeing episodes. Once again, they were 
willing to invest in their dogs by learning and 
practicing, and changing a few key things in 
how they interact with their dogs in order to 
become pack alphas. 
         When I see a dog with a behavior 
problem, I look at the person "behind" the 
dog. Even well intentioned dog lovers can 
still have problems when they're not being a 
pack leader for their dog. 
          One thing I've learned about working 
with dogs, there is no "one size fits all" when 

it comes to changing behavior and training. 
What may get great results with one dog 
doesn't necessarily mean it's going to work 
on another. The same goes for teaching 
people how to train their dogs. I've had a 
couple of clients this summer that weren't 
able to get the same results that I could get 
when working with their dogs. I needed to 
find something that was effective for them at 
their level of training and understanding that 
they could work on.  As they gain confidence 
in themselves through practice and 
repetition, they're dogs will make even 
bigger improvements as well.
      I write this article not to impress people 
with my skills as a dog trainer, but to 
impress upon people how quickly  a dog can 
adapt and change! In the examples 
illustrated, I was able to demonstrate a 
different side of the dogs often within just a 
few minutes.   I have never understood why 
some people give up  on their dogs so easily 
or be so cruel to them, but I'm so grateful 
that there are people out there that love their 
dogs and are willing to seek help. So many 
dogs end up in shelters, rescues and 
humane societies for all sorts of reasons. I 
suspect some of these situations, where an 
owner thought they had no other choice but 
to surrender their dog, could have been 
avoided by getting advice and training. 
These dogs have no understanding of why 
they were taken from their homes and left 
behind. 
        If your having behavior problems with 
your dog,  please get  help! Consult a 
professional trainer. Read a book about dog 
training and/or dog psychology! There is so 
much help  and information available out 
there! More often than not, most behavior 
problems can be corrected with a little more 
knowledge, patience, practice, and above 
all, learning how to be the pack alpha!

Erik
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President’s Message
! ! ! by Holli Sampson

     Greetings to you all!

The Summer and Fall have flown by and 
now Thanksgiving and Christmas are 
almost upon us and we wonder where the 
year has gone.

This newsletter edition is a bit  smaller 
but we wanted to let you all know what 
we have been up to and provide some 
useful information to you on a health 
matter as well.  We hope the brief primer 
on Heartworm Disease is educational.

We are again featuring a training article 
by Erik Davis who graciously took the 
time to contribute.

We are showcasing two dogs this time:  
Charlie and Jacob.  Both have been with 
us awhile and both have various and 
differing needs.  Please share their stories 
so we can help them both find the right 
forever homes.

You will notice if you go to our website 
that it looks different.  There is a short 
article on that too.

While the look may have changed the 
needs and service have not.  The dogs 
continue to come in and to need medical 
care and food and foster and they need 
forever homes so they won’t ever have to 
want for things again.

As we go into the year-end holidays we 
are thankful for many things.  

We are thankful that we can be here to 
help the dogs and that we have 
volunteers willing to give of their time to 
do so in fostering, showing the dogs and 
getting them where they need to go.  We 
are thankful for our adopters who 
welcome the dogs into their forever 
homes and work so hard to make them a 
part of their family.  We are thankful for 
good veterinary care, boarding help and 
donors who give of their finances to help 
the dogs – for the needs of the rescue are 
always ongoing and the adoption fees 
don’t fully cover our costs.   We just 
couldn’t do what we do without all of 
that.  

We are so blessed.  Thank you again!

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
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Please Join the 
DRON Facebook 
page!

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska greatly needs your help.  Donations are way down this year, but 
these dogs get saved only because people donate.  The rescue survives on the donations of generous 
people like you who care about these dogs. 

Please remember that all donations are tax deductible as we are a 501 c 3.  

Donations can be given through Paypal on our website at www.doberescue-ne.org or mailed to: 

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
Omaha, NE  68139-0684.

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to read this and considering giving a donation, or even 
becoming a monthly donor.

Thank you so much!

THE DOGS 
NEED YOU!

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OF YOU FROM ALL OF US AT DRON.  
MAY YOUR 2016 BE FILLED WITH WONDERFUL BLESSINGS.  

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!!

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Doberman-Rescue-of-Nebraska/197014616979205
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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Contact Us:

Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684

OMAHA NE 68139-0684

(402) 614-4495

dron95@yahoo.com

http://www.doberescue-ne.org

Credits
DRON is
 
President:  Holli Sampson
Vice President:  Lisa Taylor
Treasurer:  Jerry Sorbel
Secretary:  Stephanie Auschwitz

Board Members:

Jay Wise
Kevin Jespersen
Kirk Sampson
Cory Porter
Mike Caniglia

Trainers:    Stephanie Auschwitz and Patrick Ryan
Newsletter:  Holli Sampson and Jay Wise
Adoption Coordinator: Lisa Taylor
Correspondence Secretary:  Holli Sampson

And many many other wonderful volunteers who work tirelessly 
to save lives!

mailto:dron95@yahoo.com
mailto:dron95@yahoo.com
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
http://www.doberescue-ne.org
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 We need your help!   

Doberman Rescue welcomes your donations and help of any kind!

____ Yes, I would like to help you to care for the animals.  
Enclosed is my gift of $_________.

____ I would like to make a monthly pledge to support 
Doberman Rescue of Nebraska.  I will pledge a monthly amount of $________.

____ I know of a business that would do a corporate sponsorship.  
Here is their contact information:

____________________________________________________________________________________

DRON is a 501 (c) (3) organization, so all donations are tax deductible!

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO DRON,  
ATTN:  HOLLI SAMPSON 
POB 390684
Omaha, NE  68139-0684

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT DONATING:

NAME:        ______________________________________

ADDRESS:  ______________________________________

                   ______________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS (WE WILL NOT SELL THIS TO ANYONE!)_____________________

PHONE NUMBER: (_____) - _______-_____________

____I AM INTERESTED IN BEING A VOLUNTEER.  PLEASE CONTACT ME!

TELL US ABOUT YOUR DOG:  

THANK YOU AGAIN!
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Doberman Rescue of Nebraska
POB 390684
OMAHA NE 68139-0684

DRON ADOPTION SITE 
DATES -- All times 
12PM-2PM unless noted

Come visit our adoption sites 
and meet our Dobies-in-need!  

We also show dogs in Lincoln 
every Saturday at the 27th St.  
Petsmart from 11-2

January
January 9, Petco 125th and L
January 23, Petsmart Oakview

February
February 6,  Petco 125th and L
February 20th, Petsmart 72nd and 
Jones

March
March 5th, Petco 125th and L
March 19th, Petsmart Oakview

April
April 2, Petco 125th and L
April 16, Petsmart 72nd and Jones
April 30, Petco 125th and L

May
May 14th, Petsmart Oakview
May 28, Petco 125th and L

June
June 11, Petsmart 72nd and Jones
June 25th, Petco 125th and L

July
July 9th, Petsmart Oakview
July 23, Petco 125th and L

August
August 6, Petsmart 72nd and Jones
August 20th, Petco 125th and L

September
September 3, Petsmart Oakview
September 17, Petco 125th and L


